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Abstract 
This paper describes how refinement concepts can be applied to the transformation of system structures 
within object-oriented specification and design. We formalise the concept of annealing developed for the 
VDM++ language [Durr et al., 1994], and show how it enables a high degree of abstraction to be used at 
early development stages, without premature commitment to particular sets of cla.sBes or the allocation 
of responsibilities to cla.sBes. 

We give examples of this VDM++ development technique for distributed systems, using examples of a 
spanning-tree calculation algorithm and a dynamic numeric computation. Animation techniques using B 
AMN [Lano and Haughton, 1995] are also described. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Reconciling object-oriented design with abstraction 

Object-oriented structuring and concepts, whilst having many advantages in system specification and 
analysis, can lead to the premature imposition of a design on a specification. For distributed systems, 
deciding what classes should be present, or how required functionality should be distributed amongst 
classes is both difficult conceptually and constrained by the intended environment of the system. Given 
an operation which requires the participation of a number of different objects, perhaps of different classes, 
it is often not apparent at the specification level how this operation should be decomposed into definitions 
of methods localised in the participating classes. A decision made at this stage is somewhat arbitrary and 
may make it difficult to change to a different structure at a later design stage. 

Approaches to solving this problem have been the subject of the Fusion [Coleman et al., 1994] and Syn
tropy [Cook and Daniels, 1994] methods. The former builds operation models at the initial specification 
stage, which describe the preconditions and effects of the required system operations without dependence 
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upon particular methods being present. Syntropy uses statecharts to define the effect of events across a sys
tem: an event may affect several objects of different classes, and at the abstract specification level is not di
rected from one object to another. The concept of "collective behaviour" (an operation not having a distin
guished parameter or owner) has also been considered in the Catalysis method [Wills and DeSouza, 1995], 
the ISO General Relationship Model (ISO 10165-7) and in [Kilov and Ross, 1994]. 

Neither Fusion or Syntropy, however, possesses a concept of (formal) refinement and of the correctness 
of refinement steps. In this paper we will show how such steps can be formalised, and give techniques 
that are of practical application for demonstrating refinement without an excessive burden of proof. We 
will use the VDM++ formalism [Durr eta/., 1994]. 

1.2 Design of distributed algorithms 

A number of levels of complexity arise in the design and verification of distributed object systems. These 
can be categorised as follows: 

e The network of objects is static and there is no sharing of suppliers between clients. A typical example 
is a computation over a tree with each node being represented by an object. 

• Static network with shareable objects. An example is a computation over a graph, as given in Section 
3 of this paper. 

e Dynamic network with unsharable objects. An example is the distributed computation of some com
plex numeric function, where new objects are created to carry out (concurrently) some part of the 
computation. The sum-of-squares example in [Lano, 1995a] is an example of this. 

• Dynamic network with shareable objects. A communication system, where new objects are created to 
represent calls and are then shared between agents for the sender and recipient of the call [Lana, 1995b]. 

We will show that the use of abstraction in VDM++ can assist in simplifying the task of specification, 
design and verification of these algorithms. 

2 VDM++ 

VDM++ is a concurrent, real-time and object-oriented extension ofVDM [Durr et al., 1994, Lano, 1995a]. 
It combines specification techniques from model-based specification, process algebras and Ada. There is 
an industrially developed and commercially available toolset, Venus, for the notation [LeBlanc, 1995], to 
support translation between OMT [Rumbaugh et al., 1991] and VDM++ (based on a particular, docu
mented, interpretation of OMT semantics), and to perform syntax and semantic checking of VDM++ 
specifications, and to generate code in C++. An Ada95 code generator is being developed. The tool has 
been used to develop systems such as a minimum safe altitude warning system in an air traffic control 
application [Plat, 1994]. 

2.1 Syntax 

A VDM++ specification consists of a set of class definitions, which have the schematic form: 

class C 



types 
T = TDef 

values 
const : T val 

functions 
f: A- B 
f(a) == Defnr(a) 

instance variables 
vc: Tc: 
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inv objectstate == lnvc; 
init objectstate == Initc 
methods 

m(x: Xm,c) value y: Ym,c 
pre Prem,c(x, vc) Defnm,C; 

sync , , • 
thread .•• 
aux reasoning 
end C 
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The methods list defines the operations supported by objects of this class. Methods can be defined in a 
number of ways, ranging from highly abstract specification statements to procedural and deterministic 
definitions. A specification statement is a pre/post specification akin to specification statements of the 
refinement calculus [Morgan, 1990): 

[ext vr write frame 
rd read frame 

pre precondition 
post postcondition] 

In the postcondition the value of an attribute att at initiation of execution of the specification statement 

is denoted by ill. 
Threads describe the behaviour of active objects, and can involve general statements, including a 

select statement construct allowing execution paths to be chosen on the basis of which messages are 
received first by the object, similar to the select of Ada or ALT of OCCAM. 

2.2 Development process 

The following steps can be used to develop systems using VDM++: 

e Initial specification: 

1. Identification of the main system services and operations to be provided to the user and interactions 
with the environment. 

2. Identification of entities, attributes, relationships and dynamic behaviour. 
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3. Formalisation of entities as (un-encapsulated) data structures in VDM++, and system operations 
as methods of a single class that expresses all the requirements. 

The products of this stage are diagrammatic models expressing the data model of the system (an 
OMT object model), the dynamic behaviour of selected entities (statecharts) and the Modelo formal 
specification. 
It is possible also to build what Syntropy terms "essential models", ie, models of the domain of 
operation of the new system, and identify requirements for the new system by defining a boundary of 
the software on the domain model. 
The use of a formal interpretation of OMT models provides the capability of removing ambiguities 
inherent in such models - for example, the concept of "aggregation". 
The role of Modelo is to precisely express the exact requirements of the system, with as few biases 
towards an eventual design or implementation as possible. 

• Specification enhancement: 

1. Identification of classes and localisation of parts of system operations as methods of these classes. 
Classes may be devised to reflect actual components or subsystems of the application, or concep
tually coherent collections of data and operations. 

2. Detailed formal specification of methods, data, concurrency and real-time requirements, in partic
ular classes representing components or concepts relevant to the system to be developed. 

The products of this stage are diagrammatic and formal textual models expressing the more detailed 
specification Modell, including object interaction diagrams describing how operations are decomposed 
into method calls. 

• Refinement and design: 

1. The development of more implementation-oriented versions of (some of) the specification classes, 
making use, where possible, of the specifications of existing components and prior developments 
which assist in fulfilling the specified functionality of the classes. 

2. Identification of refinement relations between refined classes and their more abstract sources. 
3. In a fully formal development, proof of refinements. 

Information from the domain and requirements may be used to select suitable refinements. However, 
essentially new functionality should not be introduced at stages subsequent to the complete formal 
specification. 

• Implementation: 

1. Generation of executable code in a specific implementation language, such as Ada or C++. 
2. Testing of code modules and integrated system (unit and system testing) using developer-selected 

test cases, based on the requirements, and client-selected test cases. 

This stage produces a validated executable system. 
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3 SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE: COMPUTATION OF THE 
SPANNING TREE OF A GRAPH 
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This problem is a typical example where a computation is performed in a distributed manner over a 
graph of objects. The problem is to compute a spanning tree of a connected undirected graph, where 
each node has a unique numeric identifier. A typical example of this problem is shown in Figure 1. The 
arrows indicate the branches of one possible spanning tree. 

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 

node3 

...... 

node2 

nodel 

Figure 1 Spanning tree computation example. 

More precisely the problem is as follows. The initial graph is finite, connected and undirected; each 
node has access to its set of immediate neighbours; each node has a (unique in the network) numeric 
identifier, which does not change over the computation; the network topology is static throughout the 
timespan of the computation; nodes have a state: initially idle, this will become constructing once the 
algorithm has started to involve the node, and will be constructed once the algorithm has terminated. 

The result is that a spanning tree of the graph is specified by defining parent and children links 
between nodes connected by edges of the original graph which have been selected to be edges of the 
spanning tree; each node of the resulting tree has a record of its parent and children, and the root of the 
tree. 

We can identify operations to build the network, to initiate the construction process, and to terminate 
it. As far as possible, the Modelo specification should not detail any particular solution to this problem, 
but only the functionality to be supported by any such solution. Typically it represents each entity type 
E in the problem by a type EID of possible instances of E and a variable set es : EID-set of existing 
instances of E. Attributes att: T of E are represented by maps att : EID ~ T with domain equal to es. 
Associations are also represented by maps or relations between relevant es sets. 

One possible Modelo specification of the spanning-tree problem is therefore as follows: 

class ModeLO 
types 

NodeiD = token; 
NState = < idle> I < constructing> I < constructed> 
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functions 
mapiter: (NodeiD ~ NodeiD) * Fl -+ (NodeiD ~ NodeiD) 
mapiter(f,i) == if i = 0 

then { nn >-+ nn I nn E dom(f) } 
else 

{ nn >-+ (mapiter(f,i- l))(f(nn)) I nn E dom(f) }; 

reachable: NodeiD * NodeiD * (NodeiD ~ NodeiD-set) -+ bool 
reachable(nnl,nn2,graph) == 

3 ss : seq of NodeiD · 
nnl = hd(ss) A nn2 = ss(len(ss)) A 
V i: Fit · i+ 1 E inds(ss) => 

ss(i + 1) E graph(ss(i)) 

These functions are used to express the connectivity assumption and the properties of a spanning tree. 

instance variables 
nodes : NodeiD-set; 
parent : NodeiD ~ NodeiD; 
neighbours : NodeiD ~ NodeiD-set; 
my ...root : NodeiD ~ NodeiD; 
ident: NodeiD ~ N; 
nstate: NodeiD ~ NState; 

nodes represents the set of existing nodes. Attributes of a node are represented as maps from this set to 
suitable types or sets. Some of these, such as my __root, are only expected to have meaningful values at 
completion of the algorithm. 

" 
inv objectatate == 

dom(parent) = nodes 
dom(my__root) = nodes 
dom(nstate) = nodes A 
ran( my __root) !;;; nodes A 

init objectstate == 
" 

dom(neighbours) = nodes " dom(ident) = nodes A 
ran(parent) subset nodes A 

Uran(neighbours) !;;; nodes; 

nodes = {} A parent = { >-+ } A nstate = { ,_. } A 
ident = { >-+ } A my__root = { >-+ } 

methods 
define...node(iden : Fl) value NodeiD 

let newn: NodeiD 
be st newn If. nodes 
in 

(parent(newn) := newn; 
my__root(newn) := newn; 
ident(newn) := iden; 
nstate(newn) := <idle>; 
neighbours(newn) .- {}; 
return newn); 

A neighbours = { ,_. } 
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add..neighbour(nn, nn2: NodeiD) 
pre nn E nodes A 

nn2 E nodes 
neighbours := 

neighbours Ell { nn >--+ neighbours(nn) U {nn2}, 
nn2 >--+ neighbours(nn2) U {nn} }; 

These two operations enable the graph to be iteratively constructed. 

setup..graph(nn: NodeiD) value root: 
pre nn E nodes A 

ran(nstate) = { < idle> } A 
V nnl, nn2 : NodeiD 

NodeiD 

nnl E nodes A 
nn2 E nodes :} reachable(nnl, nn2, neighbours) 

-- graph must be connected 
([ext wr parent, my_root, nstate 

rd nodes 
post 

3 rr: NodeiD · rr E nodes A 
V pp : N odeiD · pp E nodes :} 

my...root(pp) = rr A 

return root); 

nstate(pp) = < constructing > A 
parent(pp) E nodes A 
root = rr]; 
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This operation initiates the construction of the tree, starting from an arbitrary node nn. The connectivity 
assumption is specified by asserting that every node is reachable from every other via the neighbours 
links. It terminates once a single root has been found for all the nodes of the graph, and each node is in 
the constructing state. It is allowed to modify parent but not ident, neighbours or nodes. 

complete..graph(root: NodeiD) 
pre root E nodes A 

ran(my...root) = { root } A 
ran(nstate) = { < constructing> 

[ext wr nstate 
rd parent, nodes 

post 
ran(nstate) = { < constructed> } A 
(V nn : NodeiD · nn E nodes => 

3 iter: N · root = mapiter(parent,iter)(nn) ) A 
(V nn : NodeiD · nn E nodes => 

..., (3 iter: N · nn = mapiter(parent,iter)(nn) ) )] 

end ModeLO 
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The final method terminates the tree construction. Its postcondition asserts that each node nn can be 
reached from the proposed root node by iterating the parent links, and that there are no cycles in the 
parent relationship. 

Notice that the above specification uses direct access to the state of all nodes in the graph to determine 
when setup....graph and complete...graph should initiate and terminate - in the actual implementation 
no such access may be possible. The role of the specification is simply to describe, in as transparent a 
manner as possible, what operations the spanning-tree system will carry out, without design details. As a 
result, it can be used by clients of the system to reason about its effect without the need of any knowledge 
about the implementation of the system. 

3.1 Annealing 

An annealing step is a refinement which involves the transformation of structure of a specification into a 
more detailed design. Typically a single class is replaced by a collaborating collection of classes. 

In place of the usual concept of a retrieve function which describes how one VDM module is implemented 
by the data and operations of another, we use an annealing function, which describes how the data of 
the original system is implemented by the (possibly distributed) data of the refined system. An annealing 
function is a retrieve function which makes use of supplier objects of the refining (subtype) class to 
implement data of the class being refined (subtyped). 

An elementary example of an annealing step is the factoring of local state into new supplier objects. If 
class C has some attributes attl: Tl; att2: T2; att3: T3, for example, which can be factored into a 
conceptually meaningful or useful class X with attributes xattl : Tl; xatt2 : T2; xatt3 : T3, then the 
original attributes inC can be replaced, in a refinement D, by a single attribute containing a reference to 
an X object: x: @X. The formal relation between D's state and C's state which records the refinement 
step is then 

attl = x.xattl 1\ att2 = x.xatt2 1\ att3 = x.att3 

The correctness of this step depends on a number of factors. Usually each instance of D must exclusively 
own its X object, and this object must be guaranteed to exist before the D instance refers to its attributes 
or applies a method to it. In addition any invariant Inv(attl, att2, att3) relating the attributes in C 
must be implied by the invariant Invx of X (modulo the renaming of xattl to attl, etc.). Likewise, 
the initialisation of X must establish that, for attl, att2 and att3, of C, and any transformations or 
enquiries of these attributes defined in C must be implemented by suitable methods of X. 

The formal definition of a refinement from C to D is given in [Lana, 1995a] in terms of a retrieve 
function R : To -+ Tc between the respective states, and a renaming ,P of methods of C to those of D. 

In the refinement of the spanning-tree problem we create a class to represent the Node entity. This 
class abstractly describes the processing to be performed by individual nodes as their contribution to the 
overall algorithm. The definition of construct below is derived from the concepts of "recursive wave" 
algorithms used for several forms of distributed computation. 

class Node 
types 

NState = < idle> I < constructing> I < constructed> 
instance variables 

identity: 1'1; 
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parent : CINode; 
nstate : NState; 
neighbours : CINode-set; 
my...root : CINode; 
children: CINode-set; 

@Node denotes the set of references to Node objects. 

init objactstata == 
identity = 0 A parent = self A 
nstate = < idle > A neighbours {} A 
my...root = self A children = {} 

methods 
create...node(idn : N) 

identity := idn; 

add..neighbour(nn: CINode) 
neighbours := neighbours U {nn}; 

This specifies half of the processing needed for the system-level add..neighbour operation. 

initiate() -- sand out the first wave of messages. 
pre nstate < idle > 

(for all nn E neighbours 
do 

nn!construct(self, self); 
nstate := < constructing>); 

construct( caller, root: CINode) 
pre nstate = < idle > V nstate = < constructing > 

if root.identity > my...root.identity 
then 

(my...root := root; 
parent := caller; 
nstate := <constructing>; 
for all nn E neighbours \ { caller, root } 
do 

nn!construct(self,root)) 
else 

if nstate = < idle > A 
my...root.identity > root.identity 

then 
(nstate := < constructing>; 
for all nn E neighbours \ { my...root } 
do 

nn!construct(self, my ...root)); 

107 
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This operation is the key part of the algorithm: self will propagate construct( self, root) calls to its 
neighbours, and adopt root as its own root, if root has a greater identity than that of its current root. 
Otherwise, if its own root is greater, it will propagate that (if it has not previously done so). 

terminate() -- build all the 'children' attributes of yourself 
-- and of your descendents in the graph. 

pre nstate < constructing > 

end Node 

In this class we should restrict the allowable histories to satisfy the trace: 

< creatELnode; add..neighbour*; 
(initiate I construct); construch; terminate > 

Ie., a node must start with creatanode, then accept a sequence of add..neighbour executions, either 
an initiate or a construct, and then a series of construct calls until a final termination. This can be 
specified by either a thread or (more abstractly) by permission guards. 

The following class represents the outer level of the Model1 specification, and is a refinement of the 
ModeLO class. 

class Workspace 
is subclass of GTypes 

instance variables 
node..index: NodeiD ~ «!Node; 

init objectstate 
node..index :: { ...... } 

node..index associates user identifiers for nodes to actual object references. It is injective - ie, different 
identifiers yield different references. 

methods 
definELnode(iden: N) value NodeiD === 

(del node: CINode :== Node!new; 
let newn: NodeiD 
be st newn if. dom(node..index) 
in 

(node..index(newn) :== node; 

-- implements definition of nstate, 
-- parent, my_root, etc. 

node!creatELnode(iden); -- implements definition of ident. 
return newn) ); 

add..neighbour(nn, nn2: NodeiD) 
pre nn E dom(node..index) 1\ 

nn2 E dom(node..index) ==== 
(del node!: «!Node .- node..index(nn); 
del node2: «!Node := node..index(nn2); 
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(nodel!add.neighbour(node2); 
node2!add.neighbour(nodel)) ); 

setup..graph(nn: NodeiD) value root: NodeiD 
pre nn E dom(node...index) 

(del node: GNode := node...index(nn); 
(node!initiate(); 
topology (post root E dom(node...index) /1. 

return root)); 

V nn: GNode · 
nn E ran(node...index) :::} 

nn.my...root = node...index(root)]; 

complete..graph(root: NodeiD) 

and Workspace 
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The distributed state of the system has been introduced here as a network of node objects. However 
the operation setup..graph is still specified in a declarative way - it does not tell us how such a root 
can be found, and still assumes direct access to the internal state of all nodes in the graph. GTypes 
encapsulates the definitions of NodeiD and NState. 

The refinement relation between this class and the model 0 class is, in part: 

nodes 
V nn E 

dom(node...index) 
nodes · 
ident(nn) node...index(nn).identity /1. 
nstateo(nn) node...index(nn).nstate1 

and so forth, where iden1 refers to the attribute of name iden in model i. That is, the original state, 
captured by the maps ident, nstateo, etc in the model 0 class, has been distributed into attributes of 
node objects in model 1. Proof obligations for such refinements can be written down and checked for 
correctness in order to verify the design step. 

We can reason informally that this design works, as follows: 

e The process terminates because n!construct(caller,root) calls only occur when either: 

1. caller is initiating the entire process; 
2. when the caller state has just changed from < idle > to < constructing >; or 
3. when the caller.my..root.identity value has just been incremented. 

In each case there are only finitely many occasions when these conditions are true, so eventually no 
further messages will be sent. 

Similarly we can reason that the process terminates in the desired state. 
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3.2 Animation 

The above algorithm cannot be translated directly into C++ by the current VDM++ code generator, 
because of the use of nondeterminism and specification statements. Instead, we can translate the design 
into the B AMN specification language [Lano and Haughton, 1995], and use the animator of the B Toolkit 
to emulate the algorithm. 

The animation of the test case corresponding to Figure 1 reveals some superfluity in the VDM++ 
specification, in particular that construct sends messages to possible neighbours of root in the first case 
-such neighbours do not need nn to send them a (pp,nn,root) message. However, because nn does 
not necessarily have knowledge of neighbours( root), this optimisation cannot actually be made in the 
implementation. 

3.3 Implementation 

Each of the above classes for the Model1 specification can now be further refined towards a procedu
ral implementation. In particular, we need to introduce a Monitor class to signal completion of the 
algorithm: 

class Monitor -- maintains a record of the roots of each node 
instance variables 

rooLtable: C1Node_2 ~ C1Node_2; 
number....of...nodes: N; 

init objectstate == 
rooLtable = { ,_. } A 
number....of...nodes = 0 

methods 
initialise(nds: C1Node_2-set) 

(rooLtable := { nn ,_. nn I nn : C1Node_2 · nn E nds }; 
number....of...nodes := card(nds)); 

message(node, root : C1Node_2) 
rooLtable(node) := root; 

return..root() value root: C1Node_2 
pre number....of...nodes > 0 

([ext rd rooLtable 

thread 

post root E ran(rooLtable) A 
ran(rooLtable) = { root } ]; 

return root) 

(answer initialise; 
while card(ran(root_table)) > 1 
do 

answer message; 
answer return..root) 
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end Monitor 

A monitor has a finite history- it is initialised with the set of (references for) nodes in the graph, receives 
messages until there is a single root for each node in the graph, and then returns this root and terminates. 

The workspace carries out the setup_graph method by starting a new monitor object, waiting for it 
to complete, and then extracting the graph root from it: 

class VVorkspace_2 -- Model_2 speciiication 
is subclass of GTypes 

instance variables 
node...index: NodeiD ~ (0Node_2; 
monitor: QMonitor; 

init objectstate 
node...index = { ,__. } 

methods 
define_node(iden: N) value NodeiD 

adt:Lneighbour(nn, nn2: NodeiD) ... 

setup...graph(nn: NodeiD) value root: NodeiD 
pre nn E dom(node...index) 

(del node: QNode_2 .- node...index(nn); 
del rr: QNode_2; 

(monitor!start; -- initiate the monitor thread. 
monitor!initialise(ran(node...index)); 
node!initiate(); 
rr := monitor!return..root(); 
root := (inverse(node...index))(rr); 
return root)); 

complete..graph(root: NodeiD) ... 

end VVorkspace_2 

The implementation of setup...graph follows a systematic pattern: implementing a post-condition con
cerning a distributed set of objects by a monitor object which waits for the postcondition to become true, 
on the basis of passive monitoring of the objects involved. The other parts of this class are unchanged 
from model 1 except for the use of Node_2 in place of Node. 

Each node must send a message to the monitor when its root changes: 

class Node_2 
is subclass o1 GTypes 
instance variables 

identity : J!i!; •... 
monitor : CIMonitor; 

caller....rooLid, my....root...id: J!i!; 
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last...root, last-caller: GNode..2; 
init objectstate == .... 
methods 

create..node(idn: N, mon: GMonitor) 

ad<Lneighbour(nn: GNode...2) 

get.ldentity() value N 
return identity; 

initiate() 
pre nstate = < idle > 

nstate := < constructing>; 

construct( caller, root: GNode...2) 
pre nstate = < idle > V nstate < constructing > 

(nstate := < constructing>; 
last...root := root; 
lasLcaller := caller; 
caller...root..id .- root!get..identity()); 

terminate() 

thread 
sel 

nstate = < idle > answer create..node; -- can only do this once 
while not(nstate = < constructed>) 
do 

sel 
nstate = <idle> answer ad<Lneighbour, 
nstate = < idle > answer initiate - > 

(for all nn E neighbours 
do 

nn!construct(self, self)), 
nstate = < idle > or 
nstate = < constructing > answer construct - > 

(if caller...root.ld > my...root.ld 
then 

(my...root := last...root; 
my...root..id := caller...root..id; 
monitor!message(self,last..root); -- inform monitor that root has changed. 
parent := lasLcaller; 
for all nn E neighbours \ { lasLcaller, last...root } 
do 

nn!construct(self,last..root)) 
else 

if nstate = < idle > A 
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my_root...id > caller...root...id 
then 

(nstate := < constructing>; 
for all nn E neighbours \ { my_root 
do 

nn!construct(self, my ...root)) ), 

nstate = < constructing > answer terminate - > 
answer get...identity 

end Node...2 
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In this design we have introduced a new class Monitor and have changed the specification of the Node 
class. We have also introduced concurrency into Node...2 by using a thread to define parts of a method 
execution which execute asynchronously with the caller of the method. Thus construct in the new model 
terminates (from the viewpoint of the caller) when the end of the method definition is reached (this 
definition changes the nstate variable, and copies parameters into local state variables), and the caller 
can then execute concurrently with the remainder of the actions of the construct operation (sending 
out suitable root nodes to a subset of the neighbours of self). 

In proving a refinement between Node..2 and Node, we need to compare the complete functionality (ie, 
the sequential composition of the method definition and thread statements for that method) of the opera
tions in Node..2 with the original method definitions. This step is akin to the transformation between the 
specification and implementation models in Syntropy, in cases where concurrency is introduced. Unlike in 
Syntropy however, our implementation level objects are internally sequential, so simplifying verification. 

4 FURTHER ANNEALING TECHNIQUES 

Although in the spanning-tree example abstract data is implemented by concrete data in the distributed 
implementation, this is not in general necessary. Indeed we can have situations in which abstract data 
simply disappears into event counters in the concrete system. The prime example of such a situation is in 
the analysis of protocols, where an abstract variable pstate describing the current state of the protocol 
can only be implemented by comparing counts #act(request_connect), #fin(confirm...connect), etc 
of the steps involved in connection establishment/termination, etc, and not by distributed data, since the 
particular objects involved may not have the global knowledge captured in pstate. 

Other forms of annealing can replace a single object by a dynamically varying set of objects. An 
example of this is the introduction of new objects to carry out a calculation in a distributed manner ( cf: 
the "sum of squares" example in [Lano, 1995a]). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has identified techniques for the abstract specification and design of distributed systems 
using VDM++. In contrast to other object-oriented specification languages such as Object-Z/ZEST 
[Cusack and Wezeman, 1992], VDM++ provides a range of facilities for concurrency. Its development 
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approach is consistent with the current direction of object-oriented analysis and design methods such 
as Fusion and Syntropy, but introduces a formal basis for development steps. In common with other 
model-based specification languages, it contains a degree of design bias in building explicit mathematical 
models to express requirements (in contrast to "property-oriented" algebraic or logical techniques), but 
this class of languages has clear advantages in terms of industrial take-up. VDM-SL is an ISO standard 
language, and standardisation of VDM++ is being considered. 

Various concepts of refinement have been defined for process algebra languages such as LOTOS, al
though it has been difficult to obtain satisfactory definitions that express "property preservation" in the 
sense given in (Lana, 1995a]. Instead, a two-language (Iogie and process algebra) approach has been taken 
in practice [Thomas and Kirkwood, 1995]. Jones (Jones, 1993] has used equivalences in the r-caleulus to 
prove that certain design steps introducing distributed object-based computation are refinements. Sim
ilarly, for VDM++ there are techniques which enable traces to be rewritten on the basis of process 
equivalences, and which allow verification of threads against traces by means of proofs of loop invariants. 
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